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PANELISTS

ABDUL ALKALIMAT -- Twenty-First Century Books; Professor of African-American Studies, Northeastern University (Boston); convenor of international conference on Malcolm X in New York; author of Harold Washington and the Crisis of Black Power

QURAYSH ALI -- Co-founder of Kuntu Drama; Funky Wordsymths

SHARON POWELL -- President of Illinois chapter, National Abortion Rights Action League; Chicago Women's Health Center; National Black Women's Health Project

CALVIN PEARCE -- Former Chairman and current member, Morgan Park High School Local School Council; Executive Director, Learning Logic Foundation; leader in protests against school staff cuts

PROGRAM

OPENING STATEMENT -- ABDUL ALKALIMAT

COMMENTATORS -- QURAYSH ALI
                            SHARON POWELL
                            CALVIN PEARCE

DISCUSSION -- THE AUDIENCE

Questions, comments, and critique from the audience are encouraged. All persons, whether or not they have seen the movie, are invited to participate.
"Freedom is essential to life itself. Freedom is essential to the development of the human being. If we don't have freedom, we can never expect justice and equality. Only after freedom do justice and equality become a reality."

"All thinking people today who have been oppressed are revolutionary. Any time you find somebody today who's afraid of the word 'revolution', get him on out of your way."

"We have to keep in mind at all times that we are not fighting for integration, nor are we fighting for separation. We are fighting for recognition as free humans in this society."

A free and open reception will follow the conclusion of the conference.

Place: Twenty-first Century Books
607 East 43rd Street (Muddy Waters Dr.)

Time: 5:00 PM to 7:30 PM
We are in the midst of a spectacle that reflects the great American dilemma of race and power, a public event that concentrates a discussion of the Black experience in the USA. The Spike Lee/Denzel Washington movie about Malcolm X raises hopes for a serious discussion of race, religion, and radicalism. Most media voices have been ecstatic, and most mainstream critics regard this film as a signal achievement. I think not.

Malcolm X (1925-1965) was a leader/teacher of immense significance because of his impact on the political ideology of the Black liberation movement. Furthermore, Malcolm X was the critical voice that linked militant Black radicalism to revolutionary forces in the USA and throughout the world. So, a movie about this man is not simply about the Black experience, but a radical Black message grounded in the "forbidden zones" of the "field Negroes" of the 1990s.

Fundamentally, this movie by Spike Lee is a reductionist exercise in mainstreaming Malcolm X. He might get an A- on marketing (though even Spike Lee seems to accept Madonna's leadership in this area), but on my grading scale he gets a D+ on political ideology, and a C on history. This film tells a story that revolves around the dual axes of race and religion, but in each instance there is deradicalization.

The social and economic conditions of the Black community are worse today than in the 1960s, so Malcolm X should be even more powerful today. The issues that require a voice like Malcolm X today include racism and police violence, homelessness, the deep and severe cut backs in welfare programs, permanent unemployment from deindustrialization, and the crisis of the US being the world's greatest debtor nation. Malcolm X's time, the nightmare that he saw, is right now!

There are omissions in the film: e.g., Ella Collins, Malcolm's half sister, is written out but she was the reason Malcolm was in Boston. In fact, she was the woman Malcolm X confided in during the last year of his life. There are distortions in the film: e.g., the character Baines is actually a composite portrait of several people, and gives an incorrect version of how Malcolm X was recruited to Islam. Spike Lee belittles the role of Malcolm's family. But since art will have omissions and distortion, the overall main issue is interpretation.

The film's main focus is on a satan to saint transformation, about half on "Detroit Red" (with flashbacks to Malcolm Little), and the remainder on Malcolm X in the Nation of Islam. The very end of his life is portrayed in religious terms, with the CIA as sort of keystone cops thrown in without explanation. In fact Malcolm X was developing an analysis based on class and power, increasingly talking about the negative aspects of capitalism and the "Western power structure" (i.e., imperialism). Malcolm X said to the movement "Put religion in the closet." Why did Spike Lee see fit to make this the main thing?

The essence of Malcolm X's last year was revolutionary politics, and it's on this issue that the film loses its chance for greatness. The link to South Africa was the impact Malcolm X had on Stephen Biko and the Black consciousness movement, and not Nelson Mandela, and the African National Congress. This point can be seen in the film when Mandela is reciting a quote by Malcolm X but was unwilling to finish the quote with the phrase "By any means necessary." The film ends with personality posters of the Black millionaires that helped fund the movie. The kind of politics they represent has little to do with Malcolm X, but one must guess they have everything to do with the meaning of this film.

I suspect that this film was carefully manicured to play well in mainstream suburbia, because it replaces radical politics with a moral universalism. Why should Malcolm X be less threatening to the US status quo today, when the people he represented ("the bottom of the pile Negroes," "field Negroes") are now more threatened, and therefore are more threatening? Are we being conned by this film?

Well, maybe for most people this is an entertaining movie, and I guess there is some reason for the critics finally to support a film maker who serves as an ideologist for the new Black middle class, but there is another point of view to be heard. As a scholar and an activist in the Black community for the past 30 years, it is my responsibility to argue in support of a revolutionary reading of Malcolm X.

One has to wonder why Black activists who have studied Malcolm X were not consulted on the front end, and are so very critical on the back end of this project. Yes, Spike is right, only a Black person could make this film ... and get away with the con.